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Students’ personal attitudes and
beliefs
• What do you think?
Students’ views of experts
• What would an experimental physicist say
about their research?
Students’ views of the importance
• How important for earning a good grade in this
class was…?
All 30 concepts were posed as personal and expert
beliefs questions both on pre- and post-surveys, while
23 concepts were also posed for level of importance in
the course on post-survey only.
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The E-CLASS poses questions about 30 attitude and
epistemology concepts in three ways [1]:
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In the traditional lab, students’
personal beliefs deteriorated during
the course, while expert beliefs did not
shift. This is in line with other results
on attitudes in traditional courses
[3,4] and further suggests that the
traditional lab did not engage students
in the scientific process [5,6].
Students in the SSR lab did not
change their beliefs across the term.
There were significant positive shifts
on key concepts (such as uncertainties
and systematic errors) and negative
shifts on items deliberately not
targeted
(such
as
experimental
design). The lack of overall positive
shifts suggests that explicit focus on
epistemologies is required [7].
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Students in the SSR lab overall rated the
E-CLASS items as more important for
earning a good grade in the course than
the students in the traditional lab. There
were
also
significant
correlations
between the importance for earning a
good grade in the course and students’
personal and expert beliefs (stronger for
the SSR lab).
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Sample Item:
Experimental Design

“When doing a physics experiment, I
don’t think much about sources of
systematic error.”

“Calculating uncertainties usually helps
me understand my results better”

“When doing an experiment I usually
think up my own questions to
investigate”
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Students had to confront whether
their measurements disagreed with a
given theory due to systematic errors
in their measurements or systematic
deviations in the theory.
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Reflect, iterate, improve cycles moved
uncertainties
from
abstract
calculations required by the instructor
to important tools that were useful for
understanding their data.

Traditional
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Sample item:
Uncertainties
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Sample item:
Systematic Errors
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Course assessment
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Scaffolded Scientific Reasoning lab (SSR, n=127):
•Narrow set of learning outcomes about data handling,
statistics, measurement, and uncertainties [2]
•Activities scaffolded to develop students’ scientific
reasoning behaviours and epistemologies about the
nature of scientific measurement and uncertainty
•Enriched, calculus-based physics curriculum, 25%
physics majors

Survey Outcomes
Fraction of favourable responses

Traditional lab (n=453):
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•Non-majors calculus-based physics curriculum
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Aim: To compare the impact of two introductory
physics labs on students’ perceptions and attitudes
about experimental physics, as measured by the
Colorado Learning and Attitudes about Science Survey
for Experimental Physics (E-CLASS) [1].
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The SSR lab deliberately did not
involve experimental design and
students do not do experiments that
come from their own research
questions.
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Key Results
•Targeting
scientific
reasoning
produces
neutral shifts, improving
on negative shifts of
traditional labs
•Correlations
between
assessment and attitudes
reinforce the importance
of aligning assessment
with course learning goals
•Explicitly
addressing
students’ epistemologies
may be required for
positive shifts

